earliest stages with which we have now to deal, whether they were meteoritic swarms or streams, they were also in movement. I have.already taken anopportunity of pointing out to you how very important thesl' considerations are when we come to inquire into the constitution of each nebula. I showed you in the last lecture a beautiful photograph (Fig. 7, vol.li. p. 397) , taken by Dr. Roberts, of the spiral nebula in one of our northern constellations, and I now propose to show you another very similar to it, in order, if I can, to bripg more closely before you certain of the facts which were then indicated. In this wonderful photograph of the nebula iri Andromeda we are undoubtedly dealing with streams, and the n1oveme.nts towards the centre are all along spirals. In the case 1 Revised-from shorthand notes of a course of Lectures to \Vorking Men at the· Museum of Practical Geology during November and December. 1894. (Continued front vol. li. page 592.) NO. 1331, VOL. 52] of the we we_re in a better condition for observing the actual d1rechon of motwn because we were looking down on the system, we got a section in the plane of movement; but we are looking at this nebula in an inclined direction, though I think you will still have no difficulty in seeing that the various streams round the centre of condensation are all of them of a spiral form, with certain condensations interspersed here and there along them.
We have a condensation in the prolongation of one of the spirals, and there is considerable clustering of apparent stars along those lines, which I ventured in my last lecture to call stream lines, for the reason that I was anxious to indicate that we had in these appearances, not signs which told us of the existence of matter-so that when you have not the . appearances you would be justified in supposing that there was no matterbut an indication of movement in matter, so that we may imagine that this nebula and others like it do probably consist of a swarm of meteorites, : e1iormously . .in pace beyond the indications which you see, for the reason that towards the centre. the movements will be more ·violent than they are towards the outside. We are there face to Jace witl! the idea that we have to deal with orderly movtfll1ents. of meteoritic masses. Now, let me call your attention to this fact. If the movements are orderly, ·it· means that;the. move. ments of the constituent particles of the swarm, a11 of them, or most of them, will be in the same direction ; tJJ.at in that case ymi have the condition 'of minimum disturbance, and therefore the condition of minimum temperature.
We can pass from such a nebula as this to the well-known planetary nebula=. Almost all the knowledgewhich we have of these nebula= we owe to tbe)abours of SirWilliam and Sir John Herschel. You' will see that so faras appearance goes, we have in theSe rlanetary'nebulre !J.'lmost to deal with a planet like Jupiter, eJ<cept that we \dO not See the belts. That is why these nebulre;
they give us the idea that' We· are dealing with discs. If we pass· for a moment from a wh'ch is simply discoidal to one such as is represented in another part of the diagram, you . find there that . we get a very faint disc, including much brighter condensation :at the centre. If you look at the others, you will find thatweget a very obvious condensation towards the centre ; there is. a very considerable difference in the intensity of the light 'given out as the centre is approached.
Of course we understand that if in tflese, also, the movements are quite orderly, we must•.not get any very great disturbance, and thereforececif thj:se disturbances. produce high .temperatures-we shall noti expect to get indica· tions of any particulaily high teinperahires from their external portions.
Dealing with nebula=, then, as a :whole, it does not seem too much to. say that we are:justified/ in supposing that they may advance towards condensation along two perfectly distinct roads: If we consider a regular spiral nebula, like the one in Andromeda; or a. planetary nebula, we may imagine them living their life as nebula= without very much disturbance; there is-not much fighting to be done,.they progress in orderly fashion towards the condition of: complete condensation at the centre.
But there is another way.
In the nebula of Orion we get absolute absence of anything like regularity. In any· part \vhere the' structure can be studied, we find it consists of whirls and streams crossing each . other, some of them straight, some of them curved, the whole . thing an irregular complicated mixture of divergent movements, so far as the photographs, which are absolutely untouched, can give us any idea of what is going on.
Take, for instance, the magnificent streamer trending upwards.
It gradually becomes brighter . until it reaches one of the brightest parts of the nebula ; and observe, also, the stars which seem dotted over it as on a shield. It is quite obvious that we cannot, in such a structure as that, expect to get the same conditions that we met with in the nebula of Andromeda,, and in the planetary nebulre. And, in fact, we do not. In this nebula, which speaks of d.isturbance in every inch of it, we have spectroscopic indications of very high temperature indeed. Carbon is replaced by hydrogen. In such a nebula as this, it is impossible for us to pick out the place of condensation ; the condensation may . be held to be anywhere, for disturbances are obviously everywhere. And you remember, I hope, that I pointed out to you that the part of
the nebula ordinarily seen is but the brightest part of a nebula extending over a space in the surrounding neighbourhood, which recent research shows is scarcely limited to the whole constellation. Now, it so happens that the spectrum o the ndmla of Orion has recently been very carefully studied from the point of view of the chemical substances which may be building up this special spectroscopic type. Here is a photograph of a part of the spectrum of the nebula of Orion; and I may tell you it is a ''ery difficult to obtain a photograph of such a very feeble hght source. It rs a copy of a photograph which was exposed for something like three hours at the focus of a 30-inch mirror of short focus ; and in copying it we lose a great deal of the detail, a great many of the lines which are recorded by Dame ; :a:ure herself in what we ca ll the negatiYe. The negative contains something like fifty lines, which have already been measured ; . but in the attempt to enlarge, a great many of these have been left. behind. You . will however, without any difficulty, that the spectrum shows many bright lines ; th at l:eing w, an attempt has been made to determine the positions of all of thEm. The result is really extrEmely We find , in fact, that there rray in all pro !:ability be three perfectly different wurces of the bright lines which, tak m together, build up thew-called spectrum of the nebula. In the first place, I 'bowed you that when ·we experiment 'vith ·meteoritic dust in our lal:oratories, it has not been mbjected to a low preswre very long before it begins to give out certain compounds of carton, mingled with hydrogen gas, md we find that in the nebula of Orion NO. IJJI, VOL. 52 ] we really do get indications of gaseous compounds of carbon, and also of the gas. hydrogen. In order to make the distinction perfectly clear . between the two other possible sources of nebula lines, let . me . ask you for .one moment to conceive yourselves in the middle of the gigantic battle which is going on bet\veen meteoritic particles in such a nebula as that of Orion. You have particles rushing together in all possible directions, particles, no doubt, different in origin. You will expect, among those millions and billions and trillions of colli sions, to get a very considerable number, of grazes ; and the whole point of collisions among physical particles is that, if IWO things go ' straight at each other, you get what you may call an .eml-on collision, which may he bad for one or both of the bodies cerne<l ; physically we may say the temperature imder these circumstances is at a maximum. But you will understand that the number of grazes, or near mi sses, must be Yery much greater than the number of end-on collisions; in such a case as we arc imagining, there will [,e an immense number . of grazes. . What .will a graze do.? It . is . simply a slight collision ; the amount of tentperaturc developed by it will be sniall ; .we shall therefore get the production of vapours at a . low temperature, and. if we .get any luminous· effect at all, it will be one proper to. the vapours nt .low .teinpera-So that on first principles we should ex pect in such a nebnla. as the .on. e. we. are discussing to get a very large. number of grazes, giving us low temperature effects, · · an< l a .very. much smaller number of end-on collisions, giving us ,-ery. .high temperature effects. Now, .what are the ,facts? W" : 5ay. . the most numero. us :collisions .are partial ones, grazes. W dl, there is . the fluting , most .piobably due to m,agnesiun) .at;>.. 500, and .that fluting of m::tgnesium is .the lowest temperature indication of the existence of magnesium; ·if magnesium ·.becomes luminous. 'at all by virtu.e of its .temperature, one oLthe first things revealed to . us spectroscopically is the particular fluting in question. :We may a lso . note the longest lines seen. in the oxy-hydrogen .!Iaine of iron, calditm .. and magnesium as well. Those lines :we are justifie-d -in .considering as indications of an enormous number . of grazes among these meteoritic particles. But that is : not all. Going further; we find that there will be .a small number cif endon collisions giving us .the highest possible teinp<•ratllre .. ' Being students of . science, .we are of course anxious. ·to .know. \vhat condition s are present in .a case of that . kirid ; .that is; we· want to know what the possible results of the highest temperature will be. The natural thing, I think, is to go to the sun, which is pretty h ot, and t hen . find out the very hottest place, which ·we can do by .means of our spectroscopes, a nd then study very -carefully, for yea rs even, the spectroscopic indications .in that particularly h o.ftest place. -of the nearest · star which wt· can get at. I hope : you will acknowledge that that is a phil<•sophic way of going to work. Thus we are landed in what is called the chromosphere of the sun. · The u1iper atmosphere. of the sun must be ·r::tpidly .cooling, but the chromosphere is a thin envelope some 5000 .or ro,ooo -miles thick, just outside the photosphere, agre. ed to be the hottest part of the sun within our ken, ·and there fore any lines which we see special to that · re;.:ion are called chromospheric lines, and they should he proper t:o high temperas The chromospheric line D 3 represents a line ncar the sodium lin e D in the solar spectrum, which with a few othets has. the . proud pre-em inence of nearly always being bright ; ·hence we i suppose that we have something hotter than anything else which · exists at the exterior level of the solar photosphere. Running in couples with this line D 3 there is another in the blue pan ot the spectrum , represented by a certain wave-length (447 1) which behaves always in the same way, i.e. it is almost always seen very bright, and it is never seen dark among the Fraunhofer lines in the solar spectrum. From the solar point of view then, as the sun is a thing that we can get at better than any of the other stars; because it is so near to us, a mere trifle of go millions of miles or so, we are justified in that these two lines repre!ient, in fact, the spectrum of the hottest part of space about which we can be absolutely certain. HL"nce it is very to inquire whether or not these two lin es exist in the nebuh:e as representing the high temperature results of end-on collisions.
They do exist in nebula=, and in some of them they are among: the most striking indications in the spectrum.
So that we .find in the spectrum of the nebula o f Orion, when it is carefully studied , indications of the gases which are known to be occluded in meteorites, and which are perfectly prepared to come out of them the moment you give them the least chance.
Then, also, there is the indication of the results of an infinitely great number of grazes in the shape of lines of metals which we see at the temperature of the oxy-hydrogen flame, but which we do not see so well at the temperature of the arc and the spark; and, on the other hand, there are indications of the results of high temperature which we can study in the sun, and such obvious indications of high temperature that we get the two lines which I have referred to, neither of which has ever been seen so far in any terrestrial laboratory, although they are very familiar indeed to students of solar physics.
The total result of all this inquiry has been that the mean temperature •Jf the meteoritic phenomena brought before us by the nebula of Orion is distinctly low. That is a result of extreme .interest and importance, because, remembering what was said about the objection to Laplace's view of high temperature gas because it violated the laws of thermodynamics, we have now, after minute study, come to a conclusion regarding the structure of these nebulre, which is quite in harmony with the laws of thermodynamics.
When the ,eries of lines associated with high temperatures was first recorded in the spectrum of the nebulre, I stated that possibly this might be due to the fact that in regions of space where the pressure always operative is extremely low, we might be in the presence of chemical forms· which are unfamiliar to us here, because all that we know of here chemically is the result probably of considerable temperature, and not very low.pressure. It was therefore supposed that these lines might represent to us the action of unfamiliar conditions in space. Thus, if we have a compound chemical substance, and increase its temperature sufficiently, the thing goes to pieces-is dissociated ; but imagine a condition of things in which ·we have that same chemical substance for a long .time exposed to the lowest possible pressure. Is it possible that that substance will ever get pulled to bits? If so, we may imagine parts of space which will contain these substances pulled to bits which really constitute finer forms of matter than our chemical substances. So that we may logically expect to get the finest possible molecules as distinct entities in the regions where the pressure is the lowest possible.
These forms are, of course, those we should expect t.o be produced by a very high temperature brought on by endon collisions ; hence the line of thought is not greatly changed in both these explanations, and I think that probably future research may show that we are justified in looking to both of these possible causes as those which produce for us those socalled "chromospheric lines" which we find in the spectrum of the nebulre.
However tl1at may be, we have arrived finally at the conclusion that the temperature of the<;e nebulae is low on the meteoritic hypothesis.
I have already referred in my previous lectures to Dr. Huggins's views connected with the nebulae and stars, and you will therefore quite understand that I am delighted to find that Dr. Huggins bas now come to the conclusion that in nebulae we have distinctlv a relatively low temperature. In r889 Mr. Huggins 1 "They [the nebulre] consist probably of gas at a high but in the address of 1891, to which I have already bad occasion to refer, he gives this view up, and refers to "the much lower mean temperature of the gaseous mass whz'ch w,' should expect at so early a stage of condensation" // 2 I am also glad to say that Dr. Keeler is also perfectly prepared to accept the view I have been insisting on. So that, if the opinion of astronomers of repute is worth anything, we do seem to have arrived at very solid ground indeed on this point, so far as a consensus of opinion can make any ground solid. :-10. 1331, VOL. 52] provided we had only understood its full significance. How few of us forget that we wistfully observed at an early age the melting in an ordinary fire cif some metallic toy of our childhood ; and the experiment has, like the " Flat iron for a farthing," in Ewing's charming story, taken a prominent place in literature which claims to be written for children. Hans Andersen's fain· tale, for instance, the "History of a Tin Soldier," has hee;1 read, by children of all ages and of most nations. The romantic incidents of the soldier's eventful career need not be dwelt upon: but I may remind you that at its end he perished in the flames of an ordinary fire, and all that could subsequently be found of him was a small heart-shaped mass. There is no reason to doubt the perfect accuracy of the story recorded by Andersen, who at least knew the facts, though his statement is made in popular language. No analysis is given of the tin soldier; in a fairy tale it would have been out of place, but the latest stage of his evolution is described, and the record is sufficient to enable us to form the opinion that he was com posed of both tin and lead, certain alloys of which metals will burn to ashes like tinder. His uniform wa<> doubtless richly ornamented with gold lace. Some small amount of one of the rarer metals had probably-for on this point the history is silent-found its way into his constitution, arid by with the gold, formed the heart-shapt.-d mass which the fire would not. melt, as its temperature could not have exceeded rooo" ; for we are told that the golden rose, worn by the artiste who shared the soldier's fate, was .also found unmelted. The main point is, however, that the presence of. one .of the rarer metals must have endued the soldier with his singular endurance, and in the end left an incorruptible record of him.
This has been taken as the starting-point of the lecture, becam,e we shall see that the . ordinary metals so often owe remarkable to the presence of a rarer metal which·fits them for special work.
This early love of metals is implanted in us as part of our " unsquandered heritage of sentiments and ideals which has come down to us from other ages," and .:future generations 'of children w;ll know far more than we did; for ,the attempt will be made to teach them that even psychology is a branch of molecular physics, and they, will therefqre see far more in :,the melted toy than a shapeless mass of)ctinand]ead. It is really.not "n· inert thing; fQr some time after it was ne.wly. cast; it was.the scene oLintense molecular activity. It probably is never molecularly quiescent, and a slight elevation of tempe{ature will excite ih it rapid atomic movement, anew.
T,he,·.nature of, such movement I have in'dicated on previo.us .occasions, when, ,as 7 now: .I .ha,ve tried to interest you in certain properties of metals and:alloys.
This evening. I appeal incidentally . to, higher feelings than by, bringing before you certain. phases ,in the life-history of metals which may lead you to a generous appreciation of the many excellent qualities. they. possess.
Metals have been sadly misunderstood. In the belief that animate beings are more interestirg,.,experimenters have neglected metals,. while no form of matter in:,,vhich life can be recognised is too humble to receive encouragement. Thus it happens that bacteria, with repulsive attributes and criminal instincts, are petted and watched . with solicitude, and comprehensive schemes are submitted to the.,Royal. Society ·for their development, culture, and even for.their ",edui'ation," 1 which may, it is true, ultimately make them useful metallurgical agents, as certain micro-organisms have already proved their ability to produce arseniuretted hydrogen from oxide of arsenic. 2 It will not be difficult to show that methods which have proved so fruitful in results when applied to the study of living things, are singularly applicable to metals and alloys, which really presc'llt close analogies to living organisms. 'This must be a new vie\\ to many, and it may be said, "it is well-known that uneducate<l races tend to personify or animate external.nature," and yon may think it strange that the attempt should be made to trace analogieo which must appear to be remote, between moving organisms and inert alloys, but" the greater the number of attributes that attach to anything, the more real that thing is."" Many of the less known metals are very real to me, and I want them to be so to you ; listen to me, then, as speaking for my silent metallic friends, while I try to secure for them your sympathy and esteem.
First, as regards their origin and early history. I fully l Dr. Percy Frankland specially refers to the "education" of bacilli fur adapting them to altered conditions. Ro;'. Proc., vol. lvi., IS94, p. 2 5 iJ;. Brauner. C!zem. News, Feb. rs, rSgs. P. 79·
